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The Mount Everest Reconnaissance Expedition. 1951. By Eric Shipton. Pp. 128. 
Illus. Hodder & Stoughton, London. 1952. 25s. 

Everest 1952. By Andre Roch. Pp. 110. Illus. Editions Jeheber, Geneva. 
1952. 

THESE two books of photographs are largely complementary. Both 
the Swiss and British expeditions apparently came to the conclusion 
that a departure from the stereotyped form of book on an Everest 
Expedition was desirable. Shipton's book has the longer introduc
tion, but otherwise the two books are very similar in format. 

To assess and compare two sets of photographs dealing with the same 
subject is difficult and rather invidious. It were better perhaps to 
avoid comparisons ; but while the photographs in both books are, of 
course, magnificent, the reproduction in Shipton's is better than that 
of the Swiss. A comparison of Riddiford's photograph on p. 91 of 
Shipton's book with the same photograph on pp. 6o-61 of the Swiss 
clearly shows this. It was an excellent idea of Shipton's to include the 
four air photographs at the beginning of his book. These give a very 
clear understanding of the topography of the upper part of Everest. 

The two expeditions differed in that one took place in the spring and 
. the other in the autumn. This may possibly account for the greater 
success of the Swiss in overcoming the Khumbu icefall. We have 
not as yet had the Swiss account of their post-monsoon attempt to 
enable us to form a decided opinion. 

M. Roch has printed a letter of congratulation from Gen. Norton 
by way of preface to the Swiss book. It is a delicate compliment. 
The fact remains that on this, their first expedition to Everest, their 
performance was truly remarkable. They went higher than any 
previous party, but still more outstanding was the fact, as Dr. Wyss
Dunant points out, that there was not a single case of even slight frost
bite in the whole expedition. When it is remembered that on the 
expeditions of the 192o's, scarcely one individual who reached 23,000 ft. 
avoided at least slight frostbite, the Swiss achievement is seen in its 
true light. Dr. Wyss-Dunant does not mention heart-strain, hence it 

. may be assumed that there was little or none of this either. In the early 
expeditions the Sherpas were often affected by strain. The clothing 
and equipment of the Swiss must have been superlative, especially 
when one reflects that two nights were passed, one at over 26,ooo ft. 
and another at over 27,ooo, under canvas only, without sleeping bags. 
The technique the s,viss used to cross the enormous crevasses which 
had defeated Shipton and his party is most interesting. 

The account on p. 62 of the Swiss book of how Pumori got its name 
is new. 'Pumori' sounds an attractive name for a girl; but it is 
doubtful whether Miss Mallory ever answered to it. 

The pendulum is coming down heavily these days on the side of the 
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Yeti, the ' Abominable Snow Man.' Both British and Swiss are careful 
to confirm his existence by photographs of his tracks. 

Both books have wonderful examples of the ice fluting that is so 
conspicuous on the south side of the Himalayas there is much less on 
the northern slopes. Is it yet certain how this fluting is formed ? 

Of all the pictures in these two books, perhaps the most extraordinary 
are those of that wonderful peak, Ama Dablam. 

c. G. CRAWFORD. 

Nepal Himalaya. By H. W. Tilman. Pp. xi, 272. Illus. C.U.P. 1952. 25s. 

IN the ancient days between the wars, Nepal was even more of a for
bidden land than Tibet. It is therefore with a distinct feeling of envy 
that one who for long ' dined out ' on the feat of spending two nights 
just inside the boundary of Eastern Nepal, before being summarily 
evicted by the Nepalese army, reads of Mr. Tilman's three journeys 
within two years, comprising many months of travel among mountains 
till then completely unknown to the non-Asiatic. Yet who has deserved 
this better than Mr. Tilman except his old companion, Eric Shipton? It 
is pleasant to hail Mr.· Tilman the scientist, possibly the first man to 
reverse the eighteenth-century process of climbing in order to pursue 
scientific enquiry, by embracing science in order to be permitted to 
enjoy himself exploring new mountains. 

The first, and most scientific, of the three journeys described in this 
book was to the districts lying little more than 50 miles as the crow flies, 
nearly due north of Katmandu, the capital of Nepal. The Langtang 
Himal, the central of the three districts visited, was where the party 
spent most of _their time; but continually thwarted by bad weather, 
they hardly even caught a glimpse of Gosainthan, much the highest 
peak in the vicinity. It is something of a mystery how Mr. Lloyd 
succeeded in doing any surveying at all. 

The next year, 1950, Tilman went to the Marsyandi valley, with the 
four Annapurnas, and to the east, Dhaulagiri. In the two seasons, 
1949 and 1950, much of the 120 miles of mountains between the two 
magical twenty-six thousanders, Gosainthan and Dhaulagiri, was 
covered. 

The 1950 expedition was perhaps not quite so affected by bad 
weather, though it was bad enough. So the author with his new party 
made a serious attack on Annapurna IV, just after the French had made 
their great ascent of Annapurna I. But again, bad weather intervened, 
though Packard and Evans did reach a point some 6oo ft. below the 
24, 6oo ft. summit. . 

On returning from five and a half months in the Annapurna and 
neighbouring ranges, Mr. Tilman found himself invited to join the 
American Houston expedition to Sola Khumbu and the south side of 
Everest that same autumn, an invitation he accepted with (as he 
probably untruthfully alleges) a little hesitation. Though he had only 
six days available to reconnoitre the immediate vicinity of Everest, he 
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had the first opportunity to study closely the regions now made 
familiar by the expeditions of 1951 and 1952, and to visit another of 
the old Himalayan climber's dream-places, Namche Bazaar, the' hear~ 
land ' of the Everest Sherpas. 

Mr. Tilman i~ in the true English tradition of understatement ; he 
applies his sense of humour to avoid all heroics. Apart from its value 
as a book of mountain exploration, this book should have an appeal to 
the ordinary reader for its amusement value, and the peculiar indi
viduality of the author's wit. 

There is a most efficient index, together with the scientific appendices. 
It would have been intriguing if there had also been an index of quota
tions, which range from P. G. Wodehouse to Virgil. 

The maps are at times at loggerheads with the author in the matter 
of spelling, and also in the identification of rivers ; though a chapter 
is entitled' The Marsyandi,' the name of this river is not given on the 
map; while the Arun river is not given in the map on p. 211, though 
its course is sketched in. These are but small deviations. Anyone 
who is in the fortunate position of contemplating a journey to Nepal 
cannot afford to be without this book. 

c. G. CRAWFORD. 

The Story of Ski-ing. By Arnold Lunn. Eyre & Spottiswoode, London 
Pp. xi+ 224. 21s. 

Invitation to Skiing. By Fred lselin and A. G. Spectorsky. George Allen & 
Unwin Ltd., London. Pp. xiii + 158. 25s. · 

THE only denominator common to these two works is the word' ski-ing ' 
-used subjectively. The one deals with the rise of ski-ing as a pastime 
and its development as an organized sport. (Whether all of us would 
have wished ski-ing to have reached its present high state of organization 
is another matter, and in any case the views on this subject of an old, 
conservatively-minded ski-mountaineer are inappropriate to this review). 
The second work is a textbook of ski-ing technique. 

On beginning to read The Story of Ski-ing one seems to remember 
that something very much like this has been said before in · the British 
Ski ·Year Book and in A History of Ski-ing, but the last-named was 
published iri 1927 and is probably out of print. In any case much 
melted snow has flowed under the bridges since that date. So that in 
effect The Story of Ski-ing is a second edition of the earlier work, 
abridged and brought up to date, and as such is welcome. Its value as 
a record is increased by an appendix giving, with dates, a list of the 
more (and just one or two less) important events in the ski-ing world 
since the beginning of ski-ing time.. · 

The book deals again with the origin of serious ski-ing in Europe, 
first for moving cross-country, then as a means of 3:pproach to the high 
Alps and finally for racing and slalom, all of which owe a great deal 
to Sir Arnold Lunn. Since A History of Ski-ing was written, much has 
happened in the way of international ski-ing and, as we so often find 
in international sport, a good deal has been other than pleasant. In 
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ski-ing the strident note was introduced into the governing body of 
inte-rnational ski-ing, the FIS, first by the vulgar handling of the 
Olympic Games of 1936 by the Nazis, and subsequently by the tactless, 
·bludgeoning intrusion of th~ Russians in and after 1946. Our sym
pathy for the line taken by Sir Arnold Lunn is very real. 

The chapters on ski-ing in the United States and in the British 
Dominions are useful. A chapter is devoted to the famous corres
pondence in The Times, initiated by Lord Montgomery, on piste running 
and the ' degeneration of ski-ing into a . kind of glorified toboggan 
running on wood.' Sir Arnold Lunn very rightly uses this as his text 
to uphold, and to bewail the passing of, the telemark as so many others 
of us must do. 

There is not a great deal else of technical interest for the mountain
goer, unless he be also a downhill runner, for the sections on ski
mountaineering are short and disappointing after the much longer 
accounts, both of ski-mountaineering and winter climbing, in the 
earlier work. I am glad, however, that tribute is paid to Lord Schuster 
and Mr. L. S. Amery for their services in making peace· between ski-ers 
and mountaineers. Both sides owe much to them. 

May I, as one who used in the past to read the proofs of many of 
Sir Arnold Lunn's articles, say, with due modesty, that the present-day 
reading of his proofs is not what it used to be. The misprints even 
include a classical howler. Those many of us who have derived so 
much pleasure from his writings deserve better than these occasional 
discords. 

The comparative paucity of mountaineering interest in the present 
work should not make it less attractive to the non-downhill man, since 
Sir Arnold Lunn's prose is always a delight and easy to read ; the book 
is full of light touch-es and amusing incidents and I am glad to have 
read it. 

* * * * * 

Iselin is a Swiss name well-known to older skiers and it is pleasant to 
see it carried on into the present generation in the person of one of the 
authors of Invitation to Skiing. Iselin fils now lives in the United 
States and is well-known as a ski instructor and guide. Mr. Spectorsky 
is, I believe, an amateur. 

The purpose of the book is solely to give instruction in ski-ing and 
is clearly intended. to give a start to the veriest tyro, beginning as it 
does with illustrated instructions on how the ski stick should be held, 
and how to get up from a fall. 

Let me say at once that the style of ski-ing advocated in the book is 
a ' modern modification of the older Arlberg teaching technique,' 
based on the method ' developed by Hannes Schneider, the father of 
modern skiing.' I am no advocate of the Arlberg style, nor do I think 
it of advantage to the average high level tourer or ski-mountaineer, 
although I know that the expert Arlberger is quite happy in deep and 
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tricky snow. But he knows no telemark and here again I join my 
lament with that of Sir Arnold Lunn. For I believe that, as I have 
said and written so often, for a perforce slow descent on a steep and 
crevassed glacier the telemark is the most energy-saving of all turns. 
It is also the safest, for it is less likely than any other turn to dislodge 
an avalanche. 

However, there is much in this book that can be of use to the beginner 
and even to the more advanced skier, whatever his style ; this applies 
not only to turns but to other ski-ing evolutions. 

The outstanding feature is, in my opinion, the absolute clarity of the 
illustrations, both photographic and diagrammatic. The skier in the 
photographs is clearly a master of his art and makes crystal clear 
the points of a turn which he wishes to emphasize a worthy peer of 
Caulfeild and Bracken. The diagrams, by means of the stippling of 
the two ski tracks and various little auxiliary devices of great ingenuity, 
are in advance of anything I have seen yet. For example, the heavier 
the stippling the greater is the weight to be placed on that particular 
ski at that particular moment in the turn, and by gradually lightening or 
darkening the tracks the transfer of weight from one ski to the other is 
easy to follow. 

The authors use another method to show what they refer to as a 
' tempo turn,' and now perhaps better known to British skiers as the 
' swing christi.' For this they use a very intriguing form of perspective 
drawing. I have never seen this turn so clearly demonstrated and one 
can follow on the cold black and white of the page the exact reproduc
tion and lovely rhythm of this the most graceful of all turns. 

I find the drawings much pleasanter to follow ~han the letterpress. 
The text was written _in America and has been reproduced verbatim in 
England by a photo-lithographic process that does not permit of 
alterations. There is rather a lot of it and some of it seems less than 
appropriate in this country. But this is a minor criticism and I, as 
one who learnt to ski in ante-Skilehrer days and with· the 'shilling 
Ski-runner ' in hand, believe that this book will be found of value as 
certainly as it is of great interest. 

GERALD SELIGMAN. 

The Cuillin of Skye. By B. H. Humble. Pp. 139· Robert Hale. 1952. 
JOS. 

THIS is not. a guide to the Cuillin, but a most comprehensive history of 
the discovery and exploration of these attractive mountains. 

The book contains a wealth of information on the subject of its title 
and must have involved the author in a vast amount of research into 
existing records and writings, including the Climbers' and Visitors' 
Books at Sligachan and Glenbrittle. 

In Chapter I the peaks of the Cuillin and their names are dealt with, 
the remainder of the book being divided roughly into three parts, viz. 
(I) The Past ; ( 2) The Climbers Arrive, and (3) The Present. 

The Past begins in I 549, with the earliest known description of Skye 
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and the ' Cuilluelin ' from personal observation by Dean l\1unro and 
the story unfolds itself smoothly from then until the present time. 

Although smaller hills such as Beinn na Caillich may have been 
climbed earlier, actual climbing may be said to have started with the 
first ascent of Sgurr Nan Gillean by Professor Forbes in 1836 and of 
Bruach na Frithe in 1845. Later Sheriff Nicolson, a Skye man, 
brought the Cuillin to public notice by his vivid descriptions of his first 
ascents in the 187o's of Sgurr na Banachdich, Sgurr Alasdair and 
Sgurr Dubh Mor. 

In the subsequent more intensive exploration of the range, members 
of the Alpine Club took a leading part and one reads of the exploits 
of such well-known figures as Charles and Lawrence Pilkington, Clinton 
Dent, Hermann Woolley, Geoffrey Hastings, Horace Walker, W. C. 
Slingsby, Hopkinson and others. But the greatest explorers of all 
were Norman Collie and his inseparable companion and guide, John 
Mackenzie, who, by their brilliant climbing and route finding, did more 
than any others to attract climbers to the Cuillin. Their greatest 
discovery was probably the precipice of Sron na Ciche, on the face of 
which the Cioch is poised, which has become the l\1ecca of climbers 
in Skye. 

As the author reminds us, the pioneers naturally took the easy way 
to the summit of the unclimbed peaks. Collie led the exploration of the 
secondary routes by gullies, cracks and chimneys, while the third 
stage was when climbers ventured on the more open and steeper faces, 
which, because of the sound gabbro, yielded many first-class routes. 
Then came the ' Great Traverse,' i.e. the traverse of the whole of the 
main ridge in one day first accomplished by Leslie Shadbolt and A. C. 
McLaren in 1911 and since repeated by many parties. This was 
followed by the ' Greater Traverse ' being the Great Traverse plus 
Clach Glas and Blaven, first made by Ian Charleson and W. E. Forde 
• 
tn 1939· 

The photographs are excellent and have been carefully chosen to 
illustrate the text and to give the reader some idea of the scale and 
grandeur of the scenes. Many of the classic routes and climbs are 
described in detail. · 

Written in good and readable language, Mr. Humble's book is a 
notable addition to Scottish mountaineering literature and should 
appeal to all those who love Skye and the Cuillin. 

ROBERT }EFFREY. 

Land Uplifted High. By John Pascoe. Pp. 235. Illustrations. Whitcombe 
and Tombs, Ltd. 1952. 18s. 6d. 

DuRING a lively chapter, a critique of New Zealand mountain literature, 
which forms part of his latest book, Mr. Pascoe incidentally emphasises 
that New Zealand climbing has found few people with real literary 
ability to communicate their exploits or to describe the mountain areas 
in which they climb. But what he is naturally unable to say is that he 
is to be ranked high among those few. Land Uplifted High continues 
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the account of the author's experiences from the point where his earlier 
book Unclimbed New Zealand left off. In the intervening twelve years, 
work based on Wellington gave the author only occasional opportuni
ties to range widely among the hills and mountains of both islands. 

· These various journeys are skilfully blended with historical cullings 
and descriptions of the areas involved to make up the larger part of the 
book. 

North Island mountains are dealt with in the first chapters. There 
is careful and pithy writing here, and it is agreeably s.ustained through
out. A wide variety of expeditions, ranging from the Orongorongo 
Marathon (designed to be run in 4-lb. boots) through the more con
ventional trip to Home Guard mountain manoeuvres during the war, 
are put together so that the nature of these ranges and peaks, as well as 
the climbing they offer and the men who climb them, emerge. While 
for example, devotees of the Tararua Range may cry 'unfair,' the 
unbiased would heartily concur with Mr. Pascoe's assessment that ' for 
sheer miserable monotony of contour, rigour of weather, and bleakness 
of outlook it is hard to beat the Tararuas.' But the author is fair and 
gives the North Island its due: we are reminded that its mountain 
country has provided the training background of numbers of New 
Zealand's finest climbers. 

·In subsequent chapters he visits for a variety of reasons, some pro
fessional and some pleasure, a variety of mountainous parts of the 
South Island : The Gouland Downs, Abel Tasman National Park, the 
Kaikoura Ranges, the Spencer Mountains and the St. Arnaud Range, 
and makes a Main Divide crossing of Harper Pass. Though not 
detailing mountaineering in a strictly alpine sense, these chapters will 
be of interest to mountaineers. The middle portion of the book arises 
from expeditions, one almost says pilgrimages, that the author has made 
to his home ground, the Main Divide area between Arthur's Pass and 
the Mount Cook district. Marriage and family may have modified 
climbing ambitions, ~but powers of evocative descriptions have accumu
lated with his responsibilities. . To those climbers accustomed to 
climbing only in the Hermitage area, Mr. Pascoe's account will suggest 
that their stamping grounds should be widened. 

For good m.easure three chapters have been included about the tnen 
living and working in the Southern Alps. One of these is novel, for 
nowhere else has the mountaineers' debt to the deer killers, who are 
now ' a competent and active part of the mountain communities ' been 
publicly acknowledged. Of the high country sheepmen the author 
writes well : this is the best chapter of the book. Three mountaineering 
friends who died in the war_ form the subject of another. 

Finally the trends of New Zealand climbing are summarised in a 
way that no one who knows the country could criticise for unfairness. 
A postscript about the mountain clubs of the capital city finishes the 
balanced account of the New Zealand mountain scene. Though 
stringent and critical, his views on over-organisation and large parties are 
gradually becoming orthodox : his re~teration is none the less welcome. 

VOL. LIX. NO. CCLXXXVI H 
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An appendix on equipment and food is contributed by Stan Cdnway. 
This should prove useful to those beginning alpine climbing- in New 
Zealand, and a source of argument to the older hands with their own 
notions of food and flavours. That the total weight for a fortnight's 
climbing expedition in the mountains is still estimated at 6o lbs. each 
merely emphasises the fundamental feature of New Zealand 'mountain 
travel illustrated in the preceding pages. The climbing party in N~w 
Zealand must be self contained completely from start to finish. Lastly, 
reference must be made to the twenty-two well reproduced photo-. 
graphs. No follower of the New Zealand outdoor scene· can be unaware 
of Mr. Pascoe's merits as a photographer. These plates live up to 
these merits. 

If the reviewer has suggested an expanded book of personal reminis
cence, climbs done, mountain history, and social analysis, he will have 
stated the truth, but missed the essential point that Land Uplifted High 
is a work of high merit and evocative writing. Mr. Pascoe serves the 
New Zealand mountain scene well. 

w. P. PACKARD. " . 
, . 

• 

They Came to the Hills. By Claire Eliane Engel. Pp. 275. Illustrations. 
George Allen & Unwin, London. 1952. Price 21s. 

THIS is a volume of seventeen short biographies of some of the meri 
(and two women) .from J. D. Forbes to Frank Smythe, who, for one 
reason or another, have found a place in the mountaineering history 
of the last hundred years. 

·Mlle. Engel set out to discover the motives that drew these diverse 
personalities to the mountains. She has given us an enjoyable book 
and one that is of considerable interest as a synopsis of the outlook and 
activities of a number of leading climbers of (with two exceptions) the 
nineteenth century. . . 

Some may wonder at the inclusion of Owen Glynne Jones, and it is, 
perhaps, premature to write of Frank Smythe before the appearance 
of his formal biography, believed to be in preparation. The most 
interesting chapter is that dealing with Emmanuel Boileau de Castelnau, 
for here Mlle. Engel breaks new ground by the use of fresh material. 
The details given of the attempts on the Meije (pp. 188 and 190} 
differ in many respects from those to be found in A.J. 8. and 9· There 
is good reason to believe that de Castelnau's' splendid mountaineering 
career ' did not end with the first ascent of the Meije : the C.A.F. 
Bulle~in for 1879 mentions him among the most active climbers of that .. 
year. 

Mlle. Engel has her likes and dislikes, as we all have, but we think 
her comments on Loppe's pictures are unduly severe (p. 61). Fresh-· 
field evidently appeals to her ; Coolidge undoubtedly does not. 
Indeed_, she gives as a heading for her chapter on Coolidge a quotation 
from one of Freshfield's poems ' A climbing antic of quite the maddest 
sort ' -which is not very happily worded. To speak of him as ' a 
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second rate climber' is misleading, and the fact that he always climbed 
with guides is not to his discredit. We cannot rate the early moun
taineers by modern rock climbing standards ; it may not be particularly 
difficult to climb some of the Chamonix aiguilles behind a Knubel, a 
Charlet, or a Rebuffat, but before the advent of Mummery aiguille 
climbing was not a customary objective for Victorian mountaineers. 
There was so much else to do, and it is-fortunate for us that men like 
Tuckett and Moore, Conway and Coolidge, were more disposed to 
explore the Alps than to develop specialised techniques. · 

It is difficult to agree with Mile. Engel that ' most of those early lady 
climbers ascended mountains mainly in order to accompany their 
husbands.' The Misses Pigeon, Emily Hornby, and Katherine 
Richatdson, to name but a few, must have had some- other objective 
than the pleasure of a husband's company. What was the motive that 
drew them to the· hills ? · 

In a reference to Jules Michelet's book, La Montagne, Mile. Engel 
writes (p. 167) : 'When reading his book now, one is impressed by 
the large number of erroneous statements, and by the evidence of a 
careless reading of documents. . . . ' These same words apply with 
equal force to They Came to the Hills. Mlle. Engel is generous in her 
thanks to those who have helped her, but she owes it to them to make 
her· work as accurate as possible, and if she will neither listen to their 
warnings, nor heed their corrections, she will find no-one willing to 
help her. There are too many evidences in this book that she has been 
n.eglectful in these resp.ects and has learnt no lesson from the reviews 
of her History of Mountaineering which appeared in this JouRNAL and 
in Die Alpen. · 

With becoming modesty she hands to her proof-reader any credit 
there may be if the book is found free from factual error. We can only 
assume that we are likewise expected to hold him responsible for the 
innumerable errors to be found in its pages: but this we decline to do. 
No author can escape the responsibility for his or her own work. We 
all make mistakes and are glad to have our attention drawn to them,. 
and of the opportunity to correct them, but Mile. Engel has not made 
full use of the opportunity given to her on this occasion.* 

We can but urge her, before she publishes another book, to verify 
~very date, quotation, and proper name. Such a procedure will take 
time, for she has read widely, but it ·will be time well spent if s·he wishes 
to be accounte.d a genuine mountain historian and not merely a 

* Mr. T. S. Blakeney writes : " As some reflection upon the Alpine Club 
might seem to be involved, it is only right to state that when I was sent a set of page 
proofs by the publishers, it was with the idea of making last-minute corrections, so 
that there would not be the sort of complaint that was raised in respect of Mlle. Engel' s 
History of Mountaineering. In returning the book some two weeks later, I was 
obliged to point out ' that the extent of the corrections is becoming so g!eat that a 
really meticulous dealing with them is her work, and not mine. I never agreed to 
do formal proof-reading. . . . There are a lot more corrections I could have put in. 
but I have no time or inclination to do more ; it is her job to get the boo.k reasonabl11 
accurate in the first place.''' 

-
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mountain journalist. It will enable her to avoid the type of careless 
mistake and misquotation that occurs so frequently throughout this 
book, and of which we give a few examples. 

The Playground of Europe was not the first book published by Leslie 
Step hen (p. 63 ). The first ascent of the Brei thorn was made in I 8 I 3 
and not in 18o8 (p. 67). A. W. Moore's attempt on the Lyskamm in 
1861 did not end' within a few feet of the summit.' He had to turn 
back 'about 900 ft. below the summit' (p. 91). H. B. George, not 
Morshead, went to the Engadine with Moore in I863. Morshead was 
not in the Engadine that year (p. 93). Moore himself did not take part 
in the first ascent of Elbruz (p. g6). Horace Walker was born in Canada, 
not in Calcutta (p. Ioo). Two guides Melchior and Jakob Anderegg, 
not three, took part in the first ascent of Mont Blanc from the Brenva 
glacier (p. 103). No article by the Rev. Charles Hudson has appeared 
in the Alpine Journal (p. I 10 ). The first ascent of Monte Rosa was 
made on August I, not July 31, 1855 (a point of some interest to our 
Swiss friends) ; E. J. Stevenson's name is omitted from the party 
(p. I 12). The Matterhorn accident took place on July 14, 1865, not 
on July 15 (p. 113). Hudson's first .attempt on Mont Blanc in 1855 
was made from Courmayeur, not from Chamonix (p. I I 5). G. E. 
Forster did not take part in the first ascent of Mont Blanc by the Bosses 
ridge in 1859; the name of G. C. Joad has been omitted (p. 116). 
Whymper did not ' traverse ' the Matterhorn in 1874 (p. 126), neither 
did Coolidge make the first ascent of the Alphubel (p. I 68). The 
doings of the English ladies at the Nesthorn hotel (p. 171) should be 
compared with the account given by Mlle. Engel in A.J. 55· 267. · The 
first winter ascent of the Aiguille du Tour was made by C. D. Cun
ningham on February 10, 1882, and not by Mrs. Le Blond (p. 226). 

The index would have been improved if Mlle. Engel had taken the 
trouble to give the correct initials of those mentioned. ' Collie, N.', 
' Farrar, P.', and 'Hort, F. S.', are but poor substitutes for ' Collie, 
J. N.',' Farrar, J. P.', and' Hort, F. J. A.' Even Dr. Paccard's initials 
have changed places, and poor Dr. Jeremiah van Rensselaer, correctly 
spelt on p. 165, sinks to a mere ' Ranslaer, van' in the index. There 
are many similar mistakes. 

Errors and inaccuracies of this nature are bound to lessen the value 
of the book. If ever a second edition is contemplated, Mlle. Engel 
should ensure that all such mistakes, and all misquotations, are cor
rected before its publication. If they are repeated, they will not 
enhance her reputation. 

D. F. 0. DANGAR. 

"The Scottish Mountaineering Club Guide Book, The Central Highlands. By 
H. MacRobert. Second edition. Pp. 145· S.M.C., Edinburgh, 1952. zss. 

THe first edition of this Guide Book was published in 1934. Since 
then many new rock climbs have been made in the Glencoe area and 
a detailed rock-climbing Guide to that district has been i~sued in a 
small portable form. 

• 
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In this second edition only the principal rock climbs and more 
historical routes have been given in detail. New climbs have only 
been briefly summarised. More detailed descriptions of rock climbs 
are given in Rock Cllmbs in Glenc.oe and Artf.gour. In the first edition 
there was included a layered map ! in. to the mile. This has been 
omitted and replaced by a sketch map as it is rightly considered 
that for practical p·urposes a I -in. map is required. The area dealt 
·with is bounded on the west and north by Loch Linnhe, The Great 
Glen and the Monadh Laidth ; on the east by the Highland Railway and 
on the south by the Oban Railway, the Moor of Rannoch, and Loch 
Rannoch. Many of the old illustrations have been re.tained but there 
are a considerable number of changes. Many of these, but not all, 
are improvements. 

A new feature of this edition is mention of hills and areas which are 
suitable for ski-running. This adds to its usefulness. 

ALEXANDER HARRISON. 

Scottish Mountaineering Club Guide: The Islands of Scotland (excluding Skye). 
By W. W. Naismith and E. W. Hodge. 2nd Edition. S.M.C. 1952. 
xss. 

THIS edition has been prepared by E. W. Hodge, who has thoroughly 
revised the text and brought up to date the matter in the first edition 
by the late W. W. Naismith. 

Rather more than a quarter of the volume is devoted to Arran, that 
most delightful island in the Firth of Clyde. A great many new climbs 
have been recorded there since the previous edition of the Guide was 
published in I 934 and these have all been indicated, . but only briefly 
described, as it is understood that a detailed guide to the Rock Climbs 
of Arran is contemplated. 

Practically every island off the coast of Scotland, down to even the 
smaller rocks and stacks, is mentioned and any striking features 
described, but actual rock climbing has been largely confined to Arran, 
Rum, South Uist, and the Long Island. 

The volume contains a wealth of general information, historical, 
bibliographical, natural history, routes, transport, etc., and should 
appeal not only to the climber but to the tourist. 

There are 44 excellent photographs and I ·I line drawings. 

RoBERT J EFFREY. 

' 

British Crags and Climbers. Edited by Edward C. Pyatt and Wilfrid Noyce. 
Pp. 235· Dennis Dobson, Ltd., London. 21s. 

THIS is an anthology of extracts from the literature of British moun
taineering and rock climbing, preceded by an explanatory introduction 
and illustrated by some excellent photographs. As stated in the preface, 
the emphasis is on action and most of the passages quoted describe 
climbs of great difficulty, though there are also some extracts of a more 

• • rumtnattve nature. 
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They are arranged roughly in chronological order, so as to illus~rate 
the development of home climbing, and they range from early Alpinists' 
accounts of walks in the Lakes and Wales to harrowing stories of modern 
piton technique; and, geographically, from Northern Scotland to the 
Channel Islands via King's College Chapel. 

The great majority are drawn from old numbers of the journals of the 
British climbing clubs, in which there is a large quantity of admirable 
matter to be found. We must congratulate the Editors in being th~ 
first anthologists of the literature of home climbing and on producing 
this excellent volume. 
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